The 26th of November, 2016

FORMAL NOTICE ABOUT FRAUDS
YAMAHA MOTOR EUROPE N.V.
Koolhovenlaan 101,
1119 NC Schiphol-Rijk,
The Netherlands

To PRESIDENT KAZUHIRO KUWATA
and to HIROYUKI YANAGI - san President, Chief Executive Officer and Representative Director. Yamaha
Motor Co., Ltd.

SUBJECT :
– FORMAL NOTICE OF CRIMINAL INTERNATIONAL COMPLAINTS For FRAUDS and
CRIMINAL OFFENSES
– NOTICE OF PREJUDICES AMOUNT €50.000
YAMAHA YXZ 1000R MOD.2016
SERIAL NUMBER : ZHDXZ1AB0FG000276
FRENCH BRAND TITLE : QUADDY

Sir,
following my last mail of 24 th of October and your brief answer, and based on what happened and not happened
since this time, thanks to the wrong and bad behavior of your representatives in France, I have to confirm you I'm
suing your companies, from “YAMAHA MOTOR FRANCE” to “YAMAHA MOTOR EUROPE”, and perhaps
“YAMAHA MOTOR” (Japan HQ), and of course, yourself, and some of your employees in France because criminal
complaints are always against real people (not companies).
I'm suing too, “MOTORBIKE” and his owner, the company you used and are using to give fraudulently title for
road use to some of your “YAMAHA” models you do not want to do it under “YAMAHA”, but under an ugly half
fake italian brand “QUADDY”.
I have to give some news, and update our problems, I mean, your problems.
Since my last mail, some problems have been solved. The lowest ones. Cyril GOUIRAND, “MG3” manager, the
dealership where I ordered, bought and paid a “YAMAHA XYZ 1000 R” for road use, enough smart to understand the
possible problems, and knowing he is in a bad situation, proposed me to refund me totally. We did the deal last week,
the 23rd of November. It remains I paid an insurance for nothing, for a vehicle I never used, but already paid in full...
It remains a lot of damages, I suffered and I'm still suffering, like the moral ones caused first by the fact I've been
considered by “YAMAHA France” for an idiot, the hassle caused on my private and professional life, by the loss of
time, the loss of money, the loss of opportunity, and the disappointment, the insult to my so-called social and
intellectual level, the aspersions about my honor on my spirit, my intelligence and on the low value of my life, all
those last damages caused by the fact your company put me in an illegal case unknown to me, associating my name
and my reputation with your dishonest practices to give a fake right to drive your “QUADDY” on the road, obliging
me to make a fake declaration, unknown to me, to my insurance which can be void an null in any case of accident,
being victim of deception, lie and fake declaration from your people of your brand, in addition the fact I cannot buy a
vehicle I like tecnically but I could not use legally on road because you do not want to delcare it under your own
brand, and sell it under a proper legal way. And this is a non-exhaustive list, since your criminal offenses are
numerous, without numbering the fact several thousands people, clients, and those who have bought your products
after market, used, are victims.
Your stupid General Director thought I was enough financial weak to ask my money back, and everything was
over. I could buy another one without this money, I'm not a tramp. Most of time, people who buy this kind of
expensive vehicle are not poor. If he was a little smart, he'd know this elementary analysis.
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I only did the deal back with the dealership because I thought it was unfair that he was in the middle of a big legal
problem, and I did not want to involve him. I found cowardly the behaviour of people of YMF and YME to put and to
let its “innocent” dealership in such huge legal issue where they are both, YMF and YME fully responsible and
guilty...
Otherwise, your stupid General Director thought it was over because I had not anymore this XYZ. But, he forgets
I can buy one anytime if needed to prove and to justify what I denounce, because the problem is not only about which
was mine...
And above all, I do not need a vehicle, authorities have just to check any of your sold “QUADDY”, anyone of
your clients, owners, to understand the fraud, easier than VW case.
Thus, I proposed him several options to settle out of Court those criminal and civil offenses I suffered and I'm still
suffering, yet, by the time I'm wasting to have to write you, to file several criminal complaints to different authorities
in France and in Europe, to warn people using those kind of vehicle, to warn insurance companies, to DMV
departments, and many other. Even to set a class action.
I discovered that your General Director is bad, incompetent to understand the serious case, and incompetent to
negotiate a good deal I offered to your company. Now, it is over.
Lately, it was €50.000, but now, being obliged to make a huge work cost in time, energy and money to sue you, I'll
ask more than this sum, thanks to your General Director.
Now, I'm filing a criminal complaint under my name and under my foundation, “ANOTOW”.
I'm fair, so, I'm just telling you what will happen, knowing that your General Director hides you the real facts, and
so, you'll understand why, from a “piece of cake” problem, you'll lose a huge “dinner”.
For a failed little settlement out of Court, failed by Vincent THOMMERET, now, you will have to lose time to
answer to justice, to judges and to clients and users of your fake “YAMAHA”, and you will have to refund everyone,
costing millions euros to your company, in addition of the publicity of such campaign, bigger and worse than VW
one.
A great Boss knows, or has to know when a very serious case is coming, and so, he knows he has to manage it by
himself, and quickly. At least, to let their best employee to do it, keeping an eye on it.
Your answer was bad, because you let this legal case in the hand of your dealership which is not his business at
this level.
I even had to contact by myself Vincent THOMMERET, because he is not enough smart to understand he had to
do it first, being the main responsible and representative, being in very weak and bad situation. I even let him some
possibilities to solve easily and cheaply the problem. He failed each time. He had to put in priority this problem.
Anyway, it is only up to you to have chosen such people to handle such serious case for your company.
Now, I'm suing the following persons, and continuing my campaign in order to warn people, victims and possible
ones, about the fraud you involved us, and the issue you caused us, as the fact our insurances are null and void
because your “QUADDY” are, all of them, not suitable for traffic, legally or technically. Indeed, you are in an
interesting (il)legal paradox I do not want to explain now....
So, I'm filing a criminal complaint against :
– Vincent THOMMERET, General Manager of “YAMAHA Motor France”;
– you, KAZUHIRO KUWATA, President and General Manager of “YAMAHA Motor Europe”;
– Benjamin GORLA, owner of « MOTOR BIKE FRANCE” ;
– Perhaps, HIROYUKI YANAGI - san President, Chief Executive Officer and Representative Director.
“Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd”
Just to let you know, and understand you future...
If I can give you a last good advise, I suggest you to inform the latter of the situation.
Best regards.

Laurent GRANIER
Author, Inventor, Theoretician, Master Philosopher,
Founder of NGO « ANOTOW » « Another Tomorrow »

108 Rue DAMREMONT 75018 PARIS
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